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Report On g 1978 Magnetometer Survey 

For

T. Kiron Registered Holder Of Four fining Clefans In 
Hutton Two. Sudbury fining Division

Introduction;

The following report is bosed on the results 
of work perforced on a group of four clr,i:rs in Hutton Twp. 

*473G7C-71-72-73. The line cutting wes performed by myself along

with two helpers. The survey and mapping was carried out by

Gerry I!scDonald (Geologist) National ^"ol Corporation Box 310 

Capreol, Ont. The purpose of the survey V/BS to determine ony

connection either between tho sulphide showings en clsim #47C.C72 

or the I'.agnetite outcrop on clcim *47C673, with the mcin anorcaly

thst had been partially surveyed by Queensland "Explorations in 
1964.

Results of Survey.

The main anomaly shown on the survey nap straddling 
the clcim line between claim # 470670 end clpim # 470673 is approx- 
cmstely 500' long by 250* wide. The anomaly appnrently hcs no

connection to the iron outcrop to the esst or to the sulphides t.o 

the north. It is situoted under a flat gravel plain and judging

by thickness of the gravel BS se-vn along the Verinillion River 

which is the '.Test boundary of the claims,the gravel must be at

least 60 feet deep. There is no rock outcrop within 200' of the 

principal anomily.

Reconaendationa
A diamon^drilling program to determine the value of the 

anomaly as outlined on the map,appears, to be the only solution 

to finding out the content of the anomaly.
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Several theories here, been made regarding the cnomaly 
Hopkins Wining Consultants who mapped part of the ground in 

1964 speculated that the anomely could be caused either a Pyrr 

hotite deposit or s massive magnetite deposit. A copper Nickel 
deposit approximately four miles to the southeast in Parkin

township was mined by Johnsmith Vines and aoproximetely four 

miles to the west National Steel Corp. is producing iron ore.

Dare llackay an engineer working out of North 3ay has a 

theory that the anomaly appears to be situated in the center of 

an eddy of a post glacial river and therefore could be a conc 

entration of block sond (magnetite) which is found in all the 

grovel deposits along the Vermillion River but, in smaller amounts 

The gold values found to be present in the gravel beds is associated

with the Magnetic send therefore there is the possibility of 

this being a concentration of gold volues as well.




